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"During the past several years there have been ever-increasing numbers of physicians, dentists,

and psychologists interested in hypnosis, both therapeutic and investigative. Reliable sources of

clinical information and instruction were practically non-existent except for a few scattered

individuals. To meet this need, to interest universities, and to stimulate medical and dental schools

to an awareness of the importance of teaching clinical hypnosis, a group of experienced clinicians

competent in teaching were formed. Throughout the United States, under the auspices of various

professional societies and universities, this group conducted seminars on hypnosis."This book is

compiled from the tape recordings of dozens of those seminars, and thus it contains the material as

it was presented, with all the simplicity, directness, and effectiveness of the classroom

presentation."It is no more, no less, than a comprehensive presentation of the material upon which

thousands of clinicians throughout the United States have based the initiation and development of

their successful clinical use of hypnosis."-Milton H. Erickson, M.D. (1961)
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@quote: 'This book contains a wealth of practical information. There are commonsense tips on

working with all types of clinical problems. Through actual transcripts, once can see how Erickson

conducted hypnosis and taught students. Practitioners from all fields will learn not only important

methods of hypnosis, but also ways to communicate with patients more effectively.' - from the new

Foreword by Jeffrey K. Zeig, Ph.D., Director, The Milton H. Erickson Foundation



Has done more than any other individual this century to change the way in which hypnotherapy is

practiced. He was a fellow of many international professional bodies as was the founding president

of the American Society of Clinical Hypnosis. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

This was a very interesting book. However, it is not a ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“how to bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

by any stretch of the imagination. The three doctors conducted a seminar for dentists, physicians,

and others.I marked it down from 5 stars to 4 only because there are many problems with the

transcription of the book. It appears that the doctors had handwritten notes and whoever transcribed

the notes did not attempt to alter anything from the notes and typed them as the words appeared to

them. In many cases, it is clear that the word intended was ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“heÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• but

the transcriber wrote the word ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“lieÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. This is also true of the word

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“areÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• which the transcriber saw as the word

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“arcÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. These problems aside, it is a good book for a professional

such as a physician or dentist who is seeking to expand the use of hypnosis in their practice.

This is a treasure. So many of the books about Erickson's work are second hand. Not by the master

himself but by Rossi and Haley and Bandler. All great people but this is by Milton. And though it's

supposedly for Medical and Dental folks (sometimes considered the lower echelon of the hypnotic

pecking order) it's a wonderful book for mental health folks who are interested in or using hypnosis.

GET THIS BOOK! Despite all the irritating typos (no doubt due to scanning errors) this is better than

VISA or MASTERCARD. It's priceless. Especially if you get the Kindle version.

Never having heard of this title before ordering it I was not quite sure what to expect. This book is

interesting because if anyone has read any of Erickson's work they know he was not a conventional

hypnotist nor was he a conventional teacher as well. So it was remarkably fascinating to see him

teach through this book in such a conventional way.I would recommend this book to anyone that is

interested in learning about hypnosis let alone Medical and Dental applications.

This book does provide a great deal of useful information and useful techniques for the practice of

hypnosis in dentistry, however it is somewhat dated given the amount of other resources available.

A major negative, not sure about the print edition, is that the kindle version is poorly edited making

several passage difficult to understand.



To hear Dr Erickson and other Doctors teach hypnosis in the 50's to doctors and dentist reminds me

how important the art of hypnosis is and how it has such a bad rap when really it is the art of

relaxation and mental clarity and focus, I found it worth the read.

A little too much detail for a novice; too much digression. But it offers a tremendous insight to all the

facts and myths to do with hypnosis. I'm still struggling through this book, trying not to fall into a

trance or deep sleep myself, and stop yawning through it.

Classic Erickson. Great read. Good Information. The transcribed text is less than perfect so you

have to occasionally guess at what is said.

Excellent book, added to my must review often folder
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